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This is not a free pattern. Any commercial use or copying is not allowed.
Feel free to sell the items you make, please no more than 5 but I require that

you credit my design and a link to my Etsy shop would be great!
Creating patterns and new designs is a lot of work.

Please respect my copyright.
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This is a fun and easy modified RAW necklace and bracelet set that works up fast and has 
design options to suit your needs. The necklace is made from Kheops, CZMates new 2 hole 
Bar bead, Tri or O beads and 15/0. The only difference on the bracelet is the Tri beads are an 
O beads and I changed up the 15/0 on the edging. If you like the cleaner look and go with 
3 15/0 keep in mind it will be a bit shorter than if you do the 5 15/0 that looks more like a star. 

These new Kheops are triangles with parallel holes running from the bottom to the top so they have 
two holes on the bottom and a hole on each side. For this I label the Kheops with a “Side” or “Bottom” two holes on the bottom and a hole on each side. For this I label the Kheops with a “Side” or “Bottom” 
and you will need to pick them up as such. We make one unit at a time and then a link and repeat. 
With these new, bigger beads like the Kheops, Silky and CZ Mates I recommend using 8 lb and 
sew through a second time or use 6 lb and double thread. Just like with Superduos, check 

your holes for plugs and chips. The Kheops and Silky holes are traveling in at an angle so they 
can chip where the shape of the glass gets thinner. Each unit is around an inch in length if you use 

more 15/0 keep in mind that it will be a bit longer. Enjoy!

18 inch Necklace Materials
100 Kheops
100 Bars

200 O or Tri Bead (5grm)
15/0 6 grams

Bracelet Materials:
6 1/4 or 7 1/4 inch 6 1/4 or 7 1/4 inch 
30-35 Kheops
30-35 Bars

60-70 O or Tri Bead (3grm)
15/0 6 grams

Each unit is aprox 1 inch
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Grayed Out = Existing beads

Legend:

Keo = Kheops Triangle
 

15/0 = seed beads

BR = CZ Mate Bar

Tri or O = Tri or O bead
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On a comfortable length of thread, add a stop bead at 8 inch for a tail. You will need to add 
thread for the necklace, one wing span will complete the bracelet. Please note that I write the 
instructions for the 3 15/0 picot. If you want to make the pointed picot with 5 15/0, pick up 
4 15/0 where it says 3 and we will add the 5th 15/0 when we sew back through the unit.

See last page for diagrams for the 5 15/0 star version.

4. Sew just past the Bar added in step 2, u-turn into center. Pick up 15/0, sew 
through the next Bar, repeat all around and sew through again to snug up beads.

2. Pick up O or Tri, BR, O or Tri, Keo-SD, 3 15/0.
Sew u-turn down the open hole of the Keo.
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1. Pick up Keo-SD, 3 15/0. U-turn down
open hole of Keo.

3. Repeat step 2 three(3) more times. Pick up O or Tri, BR, O or Tri and sew through the 
open hole of the first Keo we added to close the unit. Sew forward through all the beads 

again to secure. If you are making the 5 15/0 version, add the 15/0 between the 4 15/0 atop the Keo 
as you sew through the beads a second time, see last page for diagram.

NOTE : The direction of the thread path will switch with the 15/0’s
in the center to connect the bars and when you start the next unit.
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5. Sew through the beads to exit the 2nd 15/0 (3rd 15/0 if doing pointed picot) at the picot on top 
of a Kheop, depending on necklace or bracelet, sew to one Kheop over or 2 Kheop’s over. For
the necklace we use the same one (one over) on each unit that gives the necklace a curve.

For the bracelet we alternate to have the overall piece straight. See photo below.

The new unit can flip over on you so if your path isnt looking right
just flip it over at the link. It is easy to do as it happened to me on this

picture here and the first on the next page.

NOTE : The direction 
of the thread path will 
switch with each new unit.

7. Pick up O or Tri, BR, O or Tri, Keo-SD, 
3 15/0. U-turn down open hole of Keo. 
Repeat 2 more times. Pick up O or Tri, 
BR, O or Tri. Sew through the first 
Keo we added in last step.

6. Pick up 15/0 (2 for the 5 point 15/0) 
Keo-BT, O or Tri, Br, O or Tri, Keo-SD, 
3 15/0. U-turn down open hole of the 

second Keo picked up.
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9. Repeat step 4. Sew forward to 
exit the picot that is needed for 
necklace or bracelet. Go back to 
look at the diagram from step 5.

8. Pick up 15/0 and sew through the
middle 15/0 on the picot from 1st unit.
Sew through all beads again to 
secure, (add one 15/0 between the 
4 15/0’s if you are making the 
pointed picot) and exit past the 
Bar picked up in step 6.Bar picked up in step 6.

10. Repeat step 5 through 9 to length.
Exit from the picot that lines up with
the necklace or bracelet and pick up 5-7
15/0 and half your clasp. Sew through 
all again to secure and tie off thread.
Repeat with tail on other end.

Any questions, email me! 
laura@desertstarcreations.com

Please give credit when posting any pictures or
items for sale on the internet. 
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Diagrams for 5 point picot/star version


